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With the Blizzard of 1993 now a this first American almanac con
matter of history, individuals are tained no weather prognostications, 
reminding us they were not sur- reflecting the then prevailing Puri
prised at the storm, it being tan attitude against such predictions 
predicted in the yearly almanac. as trespassing on the province of 
Those yearly publications have a the Almighty. 
lengthy history since the printing of The practice of predicting 
the earliest in the Massachusetts weather in · almanacs is generally 
Bay Colony after 1638, the year of credited to Harvard College 
arrival of the first printing press for graduate John Foster. He was re
the British colonies. This Almanack - sponsible for several printings of 
Calculated for New England is one almanacs after the second press ar
of America's rare imprints, highly · rived in Boston in 1675. Foster fea
collectible. Yet, strangely enough, f wred astronomical information with 

the opposite pages being left blank 
fop .diary notations. Finding from 
eicperience that purchasers of his al
manacs were using this blank space 
to record weather notations, he 

-_began to add weather "prognostics." 
,Thus history credits the often 
.. quoted Farmer's Almanac weather 
:forecasts as being rooted in John 
Foster's efforts in the 17th century. 

The New York Public Library's 
holdings contain one of the most 
significant collections of almanacs 

; and is frequently used as a major 
,_reference source. Yet it does not 
· contain one of the examples from 
. one of the first year printing efforts 
by Catskill's Mackay Croswell. 

· That imprint copy is in the 
Minchen Rusack Collection at 
Greene County Historical Society's 
Vedder Memorial Libl:lfy. One of 
the largest almanac collections 
saved for most of the 19th and 
early 20th centuries by any Greene 
County family is to be found in the 
Edward Ely Sherman Memorial 
held. by the county historical soci
ety, It contains numerous imprints 

from Catskill, Hudson and Albany. 
Numerous checklists of the 

various states' almanacs have been 
compiled as collector's reference 
tools. As the 19th century prog
ressed, one also finds specialized 
almanacs such as The Poultry 
Breeders; Women's Rights; Jayne's 
Medical; Liberty (anti-slavery), etc. 
Many drugstores distributed free al
manacs for promotional purposes. 

Usually these all had standard con
tents except for front and back : 
cover local · identification and adver
tisements. A.V.D: Collier of Cox
sackie was such a pharmacist, • 
c9?ies of his almanacs also being in 
th~ orementioned . She~" ,Me~ 
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